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Abstract

This research aimed to explore Indonesian EFL teachers' perceptions of the implementation of Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) in English language classrooms. Specifically, it attempted to explore: (1) teachers' understanding of HOTS, (2) teachers' perceptions of the implementation of HOTS in their EFL classrooms, and (3) teachers' perceived obstacles in the implementation of HOTS. The research employed a qualitative approach with a case study design. Five English language teachers at a senior high school in Jambi Province, Indonesia participated in this research. The data were collected using semi-structured interviews and were analyzed following Miles and Huberman's (1994) qualitative data analysis procedures. The results revealed that all participants had a good understanding of the concept of HOTS, in which the definitions of HOTS given by all the participants were related to the sub-skills of Bloom's Taxonomy. All the participants also claimed that they have implemented HOTS in the English language teaching and learning process. However, the implementation has yet to be effective due to some obstacles, which include students' low English proficiency, teachers' lack of competencies, and limited supporting facilities such as internet access, learning media, and learning sources.
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INTRODUCTION

The first quarter of the 21st century has witnessed dramatic advancements in many aspects of life. As a consequence, the educational sector around the world is faced with the demands to prepare students to encounter diverse challenges the modern era has created. Considering the global challenges, the Indonesian educational system has made
adjustments in its curriculum from conventional teaching that emphasizes low-order thinking skills (LOTS) to teaching that stresses higher-order thinking skills (HOTS).

In the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy (Anderson et al., 2001), human thinking skills are grouped into two main dimensions, i.e. low-order thinking skills (LOTS) and higher-order thinking skills (HOTS). LOTS constitute the first three of the six cognitive facets of the taxonomy, which entail remembering, understanding, and applying while HOTS are the last three features, which comprise analyzing, evaluating, and creating. According to Brookhart (2010), the goal of instruction behind any of the cognitive aspects is to prepare students to have the ability to apply the knowledge and competencies they established throughout their learning to new circumstances. In other words, HOTS are envisioned as students’ abilities to associate their learning with other aspects outside those they were taught.

HOTS has been theorized since many years ago but continuously defined until recent times. The former inceptions of HOTS were proposed by Bloom et al. (1956) in Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, in which the higher-order thinking of the cognitive realm includes application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. According to McDavitt (1993), HOTS consist of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation, and necessitate mastery of preceding levels, such as applying routine rules to known or new problems. Underbakke, Borg, and Peterson (1993) associated HOTS with critical or strategic thinking, i.e. the capacity to use the information to resolve problems, negotiate issues, analyze arguments, or make predictions. McDade (1995) defined HOTS as the knowledgeable well-organized process of active and skillful conceptualization, application, analysis, synthesis, and or evaluation of information generated by observation, experience, reasoning, reflection, or communication used as a rubric to belief and action. Haladyna (1997) described HOTS as an understanding of facts, concepts, principles, and procedures. Petress (2005) stated that HOTS involves the examination of assumptions and values, evaluation of evidence, and assessment of conclusions. Mainaili (2012) associates HOTS with the teacher's classroom setting, which covers student arrangement and teaching strategies towards effective learning.

The literature highlights that HOTS is of significance for the educational process, particularly in teaching and learning. It has been suggested that learners’ thinking ability can affect learning effectiveness. The competencies required for learning involve all types of abstract capabilities including critical thinking and problem-solving skills (Nourdad, Masoudi, & Rahimali, 2018). The students who are trained to develop creative visions to solving problems have a better ability to solve more intricate problems compared to those who are not (Rajendran & Idris, 2008). Besides, HOTS is of importance in implementing, associating, or manipulating previous knowledge to solve new problems effectively (Thomas & Thorne, 2009). According to Fisher (1999), promoting students’ HOTS is integral to the indoctrination of lifelong learning. Thus, ‘thinking’ learners who can continually fulfill the demands of the real world are needed (Vijayaratnam, 2012).
In the Indonesian context, the development of students’ HOTS has long become a goal of national education. In the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 20 the year 2003 on the National Education System, it is stated that among the aims of national education is to develop students’ potential to become well-informed, competent, creative, autonomous, and responsible citizens. Furthermore, the Regulation of the Indonesian Minister of Education and Culture Number 22 the Year 2016 on the Process Standard for Elementary and Secondary Education states that knowledge is attained by “remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating and creating” (Kemendikbud, 2016a). In response to this goal, efforts to promote students’ HOTS have been made in the last few years including through the implementation of the 2013 Curriculum. Besides pursuing students’ understanding of the materials, the 2013 Curriculum also stresses other skills such as thinking and creative acting skills, productive skills, and critical skills (Kemendikbud, 2016b). Despite the efforts, however, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) reported that Indonesia’s Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) ranking, based on the 2018 survey, was still at the bottom of the list in all the areas tested: reading, mathematics, and science. Out of 77 countries, Indonesia is ranked 72 for Reading scores, and out of 78 countries, Indonesia is ranked 72 for Mathematics scores and 70 for Science scores (Kasih, 2020). Mullis et al. (2008) stated that one of the factors that contribute to Indonesia’s low ranking is because Indonesian students are not adequately trained to solve contextual questions, which require reasoning, argumentation, and creativity.

Yee et al. (2011) assert that although HOTS are teachable, it cannot be directly taught to students in the classroom instruction process. Rather, HOTS can be developed through active learning and student-centered learning (Akyol & Garrison, 2011; Limbach & Waugh, 2010) such as project-based learning (Vidergor & Krupnik-Gottlieb, 2015) or by the teachers’ active role in planning, implementing, and evaluating HOTS-oriented learning (Bartell, 2012). In other words, to develop HOTS, students should be actively involved in the learning activities that support the development of HOTS (Retnawati et al., 2018). This also suggests is that the teacher’s role is of significance in the development of students’ HOTS.

Several previous studies (e.g. Hashim et al., 2015; Khrisnan, 2014; Seman, Yusoff, & Embong, 2017), however, suggest that teachers had their own understanding of HOTS and faced challenges in its implementation in their classroom. Ivie (1998) suggested that teachers pay little or no attention to HOTS development and they infrequently make effort to withstand students’ flow of higher-level thoughts that take place in the classroom, which may be due to their lack of ability or disinterest in attaining learning goals other than content-specific objectives (Ivie, 1998).

To date, a number of studies on the issue of the implementation of HOTS in the classroom have been done. Seman, Yusoff, and Embong (2017), for example, explored teachers’ challenges in implementing HOTS in a primary school in Malaysia. The study
involved nine teachers and employed a qualitative research method using interviews to collect the data. The interview transcripts were analyzed using thematic analysis to discover the emerging themes. The results revealed that teachers faced several challenges in implementing HOTS, which include the aspects of teachers, teaching and learning preparations and processes, and students. In a similar context, Yusoff and Seman (2018) explored teachers' understanding of higher-order thinking and questioning skills. The study involved 9 primary school teachers and the data were collected through interviews and observations. The results showed that the teachers had a limited understanding of the concept of thinking processes. Although most of the teachers were not able to provide an adequate description of HOTS as critical and creative thinking, half of them could identify the sub-skills of HOTS based on Bloom's Taxonomy.

Mursyid and Kurniawati (2019) explored the practice of HOTS by English teachers in the EFL classroom in the Indonesian context. The focus of the study was teachers' perspectives towards HOTS, its application, assessment of HOTS, and the constraints in the EFL classroom. Six senior high school English teachers from three different generations who have entered the workforce as English teachers were recruited as the participants of the study. The data were collected using a questionnaire, document analysis, and classroom observation. The results revealed that teachers from the three generations were cognizant of HOTS and they did apply it in their instruction. However, the teachers faced some obstacles in incorporating HOTS into their classrooms. In a similar context, Fakhomah and Utami (2019) investigate the perceptions and difficulties faced by pre-service teachers in implementing HOTS in English language teaching. The data were collected from 5 pre-service English teachers of the Professional Teacher Program from different universities using a sequential explanatory mixed-methods design. The results of the study indicated that although the participants had positive perceptions of HOTS implementation in the classroom, they had several problems in its implementation, especially those related to time management and students’ ability. Armala, Fauzia, and Asib (2019) conducted a study with 15 pre-service English teachers to investigate their perceptions of HOTS in English language teaching. Using questionnaires to collect the data, the findings demonstrated that the participants had their own perspectives and were aware of HOTS in their teaching, and have also applied several activities to develop students’ critical thinking.

Considering a large number of secondary school institutions in Indonesia, the above-mentioned studies undertaken in the Indonesian context embody relatively few studies. Moreover, the studies that have been undertaken have some differences from the present studies either in terms of the method or focus of the study. While Mursyid and Kurniawati (2019) employed an open-ended questionnaire, classroom observation, and document analysis, the present study used interviews as the instruments to collect the data. Both Fakhomah and Utami (2019) and Armala et al. (2019) recruited pre-service teachers as the participants of the study. Meanwhile, the present study involved senior high school
teachers with teaching experience that ranges from 9 to 29 years. Thus, the following research questions were formulated to guide the present study:

1. What is Indonesian EFL teachers’ understanding of HOTS?
2. What are the teachers’ perceptions of the implementation of HOTS in EFL classrooms?
3. What are the teachers’ perceived obstacles and problems in the implementation of HOTS?

METHOD

This research employed a qualitative approach with a case study design. According to Creswell (2009), qualitative research is a process of understanding that explores a social problem that builds a complex, analyzes words, and reports detailed views of an informant in natural form. Patton (1999) suggested that one of the aspects of qualitative research is focusing on what people experience and how they interpret it. Additionally, Creswell (2009) also defined a case study as developing an in-depth analysis of a case or some cases and one of the approaches which mostly used by people in qualitative research.

The participants of the present study were five English language teachers at Senior High School 3 of Sungai Penuh City, Jambi Province, Indonesia. The participants consisted of three males and two females. Each of the participants was given a pseudonym with codes T1, T2, T3, T4, and T5. They were considered appropriate to be selected as the participants because all of them are certified English language teachers with the responsibility of twenty-four hours of teaching per week. The rationale for conducting this study at Senior High School 3 of Sungai Penuh City was that the school has implemented HOTS as prescribed in the new revised edition of the 2013 curriculum. Also, based on preliminary observation, the teachers rarely used HOTS in the classroom both in the learning process and tests. The profiles of the participants are shown in Table 1. To answer the research questions, purposive sampling was employed to select the participants. According to Creswell (2009), purposive sampling is the method used mostly by a researcher in qualitative research.
Table 1
Participants’ Profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Educational Background</th>
<th>Teaching Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>29 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Masters’ degree</td>
<td>9 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>22 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To collect the data, interviews were used. According to Wilkison and Birmingham (2003), an interview is a way of obtaining detailed information about a topic or subject. Additionally, Koshy (2005) stated that obtaining responses in interviews will provide richer and more informative data compared to the data obtained through questionnaires. The type of interview used in this research is semi-structured. In this type of interview, the questions have been pre-determined, but they remain flexible where the researcher is allowed to ask follow-up questions (Wilkinson & Birmingham, 2003). Before the interviews were conducted, the interview protocol was made to facilitate the interviews. To ensure its face and content validity, the interview protocol was checked and proofread by two professionals in the field of English language teaching. Before the interview, the interviewees were shown the interview protocol so that they read and understood the questions. They were allowed to ask if there were questions in the interview protocol that were not clear to them.

Miles, Huberman, and Saldaña’s (2014) data analysis procedures were employed in the present study. The data analysis consists of three simultaneous flows of activity. They are data condensation, data display, and drawing and verifying conclusions. Data condensation is “the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and/or transforming the data that appear in the full corpus (body) of written-up field notes, interview transcripts, documents, and other empirical materials”. In this step, the interview records are listened to carefully and repeatedly to get clear information. After that, the records were transcribed and read repeatedly to ensure the origin of the data. The second step is data display. According to Miles et al. (2014), data display is an organized, compressed group of information that allows conclusion drawing and action. In this phase, all the data are designed to accumulate organized information into an instantly accessible, condensed form to allow the analyst to see what is taking place and either justified conclusions or move on to the next-phase analysis (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 11). After finishing data reduction and data display, the last step in the analysis is drawing the conclusion. In this step, a conclusion of the results was drawn based on the research problems. The results of the interview data were compiled using themes and sub-themes.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Findings

Teachers’ Understanding of HOTS

The first question asked the teachers what is their understanding of HOTS. Based on the results of the interviews, the participants expressed that HOTS are thinking skills that require students to analyze, evaluate and create some of the terms. This was mentioned by T1:

There are some characteristics of high-order thinking skills. The first one is analyzing, students should have a good ability to analyze. The second one is evaluating. Students should also be able to can make any conclusion and make any decision to the problems they are facing.

Similar statements were also stated by T2, T4, and T5:

To test the validation of HOTS, we can refer to Bloom’s Taxonomy. There are several operational verbs starting from C1 to C6. HOTS usually applies the last three aspects, namely C4, C5, and C6, they are analyzing, evaluating, and creating. (T2)

Higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) are a form of the high-level thinking process. For example in questions, HOTS usually requires students to evaluate, analyze and create or produce. (T4)

HOTS is complex high-level thinking skills in explaining materials, making conclusions, building representations, analyzing, and building relationships by involving the most basic mental activities. Higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) are skills of analyzing, evaluating, and creating. (T5)

Adding his statement, T2 commented that HOTS is viewed as the skill that requires the students to be able to think critically. He said, ‘The characteristics of HOTS are more one how students are able to think critically.’

According to T3, HOTS could also mean that students are able to think creatively and innovatively in reasoning and bring up the ideas to the problems or issues given by the teachers. He said, ‘HOTS usually refers to how the students reasoning and bring up ideas and creativity of the students themselves. HOTS requires students to think creatively, critically, and innovatively.’

Based on the results of the interviews, it can be concluded that the participants had a good understanding of HOTS, in which HOTS relates to complex thinking skills that require students to have the ability to think critically and have a good ability to analyze, evaluate, reason, and create or solve problems.
The participants were also asked about their views on the implementation in their school. Based on the results of the interviews, each participant had their own perceptions of this matter. T1, for example, commented that the implementation of HOTS depends upon teachers’ competencies to prepare HOTS in the teaching and learning process. He stated, ‘... depend on teachers’ understanding of HOTS because not all of the teachers have a good understanding of HOTS, some of the teachers have attended the training but some have got nothing from the training.’

According to T2, HOTS has been implemented in the school but has not worked effectively because of some obstacles. He said, ‘HOTS has been implemented in the school but it has not worked as we wished because we encounter several obstacles in its implementation.’ For T3, implementing HOTS in the school was quite difficult. This was because HOTS had just been implemented for about one year and the students had low ability in English. She commented, ‘HOTS has been implemented for about one year. In my opinion, the implementation in the school so far has been quite difficult because the ability of students in English lessons is still very low.’ A similar opinion was given by T5, saying,

The implementation of high order thinking skills (HOTS) in this school has just started this year and has various obstacles, especially the low ability of the students to accept the methods in HOTS learning itself when the presentation of the material is carried out in class.

On the other hand, T4 commented that HOTS is appropriate to be implemented in the school from Year 10 because the students will need it when they take the national exam in Year 12, in which some of the questions are HOTS questions.

The implementation of HOTS in this school is appropriate from the beginning or from the 10th grade to the 11th grade and the 12th grade because students will face national exams in which some of the questions are HOTS questions. I teach 11th-grade students who are new to HOTS. Maybe they did not yet know about HOTS when they were in 10th grade because the application of HOTS has been started this year. HOTS has also just been introduced.

Based on the statements above, it can be concluded that HOTS have already been implemented in the school. Its implementation depends on the teachers’ understanding of the concept. In the school, the teachers still have obstacles in its implementation because HOTS has just been implemented starting this year.

The Obstacles in the Implementation of HOTS

The results of the interviews showed that the teachers faced some obstacles in implementing HOTS. The first obstacle was the low ability of the students in English. T2 said, ‘The biggest obstacle faced is the low ability of the students in English lessons.’ In a
similar vein, T3 commented, ‘The main obstacle in the implementation of HOTS is the low ability of students in English.’ A similar opinion was expressed by T4, saying, ‘We have some obstacles in implementing HOTS. One of them is the low ability of the students in English.’ This obstacle was also confirmed by T5, who said: ‘Well, there are several obstacles in implementing HOTS, as I have already mentioned, that is the low ability of the students.’ This statement was supported by T1. He said, ‘The students should know about the characteristic of HOTS... They should have a good ability to analyze problems. The students should also have a good background or experience of the materials they have been taught by the teachers.’ T1 added that another obstacle is teachers’ lack of competencies in designing HOTS questions, as he expressed, ‘There are so many obstacles in implementing HOTS. For example, the teachers should know how to design HOTS questions.’

Besides, T2 and T5 stated that lack of learning tools or supporting media for the effectiveness of HOTS implementation as other obstacles. T2 affirmed, ‘There are other problems such as supporting facilities or infrastructures that are very influential on the implementation of HOTS.’ Similarly, T5 commented, ‘The lack of facilities and infrastructure is also an obstacle in the implementation of HOTS, such as limited learning media and internet access.’

Based on the results of the interviews above, there were three obstacles the teachers faced in implementing HOTS in the English teaching and learning process, i.e. the low ability of the students in English, teachers’ lack of competencies in designing HOTS questions, and lack of learning tools and facilities to support the implementation of HOTS.

Discussion

The results of the interviews indicate that most of the teachers have a good understanding of the concept or definition of HOTS. The participants gave their opinion about the characteristics of HOTS that are related to the sub-skills of Bloom's Taxonomy. For example, T5 stated in the interview that HOTS is complex thinking skills in explaining materials, building representation, and analyzing which involve the basic mental activities that are be applied into HOTS, i.e. the skills to analyze, evaluate, and create.

In the cognitive domain of Bloom's Taxonomy, Knowledge and Comprehension are parts of lower-order thinking, and Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation belong to higher-order thinking. In the revised Bloom's Taxonomy, HOTS refers to an incision among the three top ranks of capacity in the cognitive aspect (analyzing, evaluating, creating), and 3 ranks of knowledge aspect (conceptual, procedural, metacognitive) (Anderson et al. 2001; Thompson, 2008). Therefore, HOTS is assessed through tasks that include analyzing, evaluating, and creating conceptual and procedural knowledge, or metacognition. This means that acquainting students with HOTS activities is important to help them get ready for solving new issues, familiarizing themselves with a new situation, and making decisions about a specific problem.
Regarding the teachers' perceptions of the implementation of HOTS, there were two main results revealed in the interviews. One of the participants stated that the implementation of HOTS depends on teachers' skills in understanding and delivering HOTS in the classroom. This statement is supported by Ivie (1998), stating that “…even when HOTS does occur in the classroom, teachers rarely make effort to sustain students' flow of higher-level thoughts, perhaps due to teachers' incompetency or disinterest in pursuing learning outcomes other than learning content-specific goals.” It can be said that teachers’ understanding of HOTS has an impact on its implementation. In this regard, one of the efforts the teachers can do to find a solution is by having discussions with colleagues in order to have a good understanding of how to promote HOTS effectively and attending training on the concept of HOTS.

The participants also said that the implementation of HOTS in the school has just started and has not worked as they wanted due to some problems. This may result from the low ability of the students in English, as revealed in the interviews, which has an impact on their ability to accept HOTS learning.

Although all of the participants have implemented HOTS in the English classroom, they faced some obstacles in the implementation. The obstacles include the low ability of students in English, teachers’ lack of competencies in preparing HOTS questions, and the lack of facilities and infrastructure to support the effective implementation of HOTS. The first two of the obstacles were similar to those faced by teachers as revealed in Seman, Yusoff, and Embong’s (2017) study in the Malaysian context.

CONCLUSION

The main purpose of the research was to explore Indonesian English language teachers' perceptions of the implementation of HOTS in English language classrooms. The results revealed that all the participants had a good understanding of the concepts of HOTS. Based on the interview data, the definitions of HOTS given by all the participants were related to the sub-skills of Bloom’s Taxonomy. The results also showed that all the participants have implemented HOTS in English teaching and learning classrooms. However, the implementation has not been effective yet due to several obstacles, which include the low ability of students in English, teachers’ lack of competencies in preparing HOTS questions, and the lack of facilities and infrastructure to support effective implementation of HOTS.

Although this study is rather limited in terms of scope, the results have provided enough evidence to make some recommendations for pedagogical implications. First, the teachers should develop their knowledge of HOTS through training programs that are organized by the school. Second, the teachers should be more creative and innovative in their teaching. They should prepare interesting teaching media and provide the students with appropriate learning resources, as well as use suitable teaching strategies. Third, the teachers should always familiarize the students with HOTS by giving them opportunities in the classroom to analyze (describe a problem), synthesize (infer some information),
evaluate (give an evaluation), create products. Last but not least, the schools should provide facilities and infrastructure that support the effective implementation of HOTS.

As with any research, this study has some limitations. First, this study only used interviews as the instrument of data collection. Future research should use additional instruments such as classroom observation in order to provide richer information on the implementation of HOTS. Second, the present study involved a small number of participants from one high school. Future research should recruit a bigger number of participants from different geographical areas. Also, this study focused only on teachers’ perceptions of HOTS implementation. Further research should also involve students to investigate their competence in solving HOTS problems.
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